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Limitless leaps at Lake Kinkaid

TYLER METROFF | DAILY EGYPTIAN
George Minkel, a senior from Montgomery studying sports administration, left, watches Evan Wiedeman, a senior from Fishers, Ind. studying management, cliff jump
Saturday at Kinkaid lake in Murphysboro. Minkel said he couldn’t believe Wiedeman jumped. “I knew he is really scared of heights so when he offered to do it with me I just
felt so uplifted by his support.”

STEPHANIE DANNER

The entire herd of university dairy cattle were
auctioned off in June, leaving a vacant barn
where they used to reside.
Because of the auction, several agriculture
students will now lack hands-on experience.
Many SIU students and community members
have noticed the now-vacant barn on McClafferty
Road that had housed the dairy cows of SIUC.
One community member, Treena Wicoff, said
she was afraid the university disposed of the
cattle for financial reasons and they wouldn’t be
returning the cattle in the future.
Mickey A. Latour, Dean of the College of
Agriculture offers a different explanation.
The dairy cows have been auctioned off and
there will not be any dairy cows at SIU this
semester, he said. They have been sold for what
he believes is in the best interest of the students
and faculty.
Latour said the herd was auctioned off for
multiple reasons. One reason being Amer
AbuGhazaleh, associate professor of Animal
Science Food and Nutrition, is currently on
sabbatical. AbuGhazaleh works very closely

with the dairy cows and he oversees much of the
activity around them, such as feeding, cleaning,
health, and diet, he said.
Latour said he thought it would be appropriate
time to get a new herd because AbuGhazaleh is
gone and will not be available to facilitate the
activities.
“It was the perfect time to make a management
decision to clean out the herd, clean up the
facility and to put together a plan this fall so that
we could bring new animals in either late fall or
early spring,” he said.
Dairy labs will continue to meet but instead
of working hands on with cows they will go on
dairy tours where they can study state of the art
equipment such as robotics, Rebecca Atkinson,
associate professor, said. During this time the
students will be allowed an opportunity to learn
and experience more advanced technology in
milking. They will learn the computer software
for the robotics system of milking before they
go back to hands on experience in the spring,
she said.
Latour said another reason for auctioning off
the cows was their low milk production rate.
Please see COWS | 3

MATT DARAY

The future of higher education will take
the forefront of political conversation across
the country this week as the nation’s highest
office begins to promote a new plan to
mend the system.
President Barack Obama flustered some
members of Congress Thursday after he announced
his plans to reform education, including an
overhaul of college rankings to include affordability
and graduation ratings and a proposal to cap
student loan repayments.
Obama discussed his plans for education
while on a two-day tour Thursday and Friday to
promote his new ideas. According to the president,
the future of universities would be dependent on
student loans, effectively allowing students who
wish to attend a university which provides a good
education and a high return on investment to
receive more loans and grants with lower interest
rates. Students who wish to attend a university
with lower education and return on investment
rates may do so, but more of the cost will be out
of pocket.
In a White House press release, Obama

explained how his plan would make college more
affordable for everyone.
“Students and families and taxpayers cannot
just keep subsidizing college costs that keep going
up and up. Not when the average student now
graduates more than $26,000 in debt,” he said.
“We cannot price the middle class out of a college
education. That’s why I proposed major new
reforms to make college more affordable and make
it easier for folks to pay for their education.”
Obama’s higher education reforms would
be in effect by 2018 if passed by the House of
Representatives and Senate.
The president’s proposal has opened a discussion
on education, but university officials are unsure
how the plan could affect the university at this time.
Chancellor Rita Cheng said the potential
effects of Obama’s plan aren’t clear yet, but
the announcement has placed a focus on the
importance of going to college.
“There needs to be a lot more detail put forward
before we have an opinion about that,” she said. “I
will say, on the positive … (Obama is) putting the
importance of a college education front and center
of the national dialogue.”
Please see EDUCATION | 3
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
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US overhauls process for
recognizing Indian tribes
MICHAEL MELIA
Asociated Press
KENT, Conn. — His tribe once
controlled huge swaths of what is
now New York and Connecticut, but
the shrunken reservation presided
over by Alan Russell today hosts little
more than four mostly dilapidated
homes and a pair of rattlesnake dens.
The Schaghticoke Indian Tribe
leader believes its fortunes may soon
be improving. As the U.S. Interior
Department overhauls its rules for
recognizing American Indian tribes,
a nod from the federal government
appears within reach, potentially
bolstering its claims to surrounding
land and opening the door to a
tribal-owned casino.
“It’s the future generations we’re
fighting for,” Russell said.
The rules floated by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, intended to
streamline the approval process,
are seen by some as lowering the
bar through changes such as one
requiring that tribes demonstrate
political continuity since 1934 and

not “first contact” with European
settlers. Across the country, the
push is setting up battles with host
communities and already recognized
tribes who fear upheaval.
In Kent, a small Berkshires
Mountains town with one of
New England’s oldest covered
bridges, residents have been calling
the selectman’s office with their
concerns. The tribe claims land
including property held by the
Kent School, a boarding school,
and many residents put up their
own money a decade ago to fight a
recognition bid by another faction
of the Schaghticokes.
Members of the state’s congressional
delegation also have been in touch
with the first selectman, Bruce Adams,
who said he fears court battles over
land claims and the possibility the
tribe would open its own businesses
as a sovereign nation within town
boundaries.
“Everybody is on board that we
have to do what we can to prevent
this from happening,” he said.
The new rules were proposed in

June by the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
which invited public comment
at hearings over the summer in
Oregon, California, Michigan,
Maine and Louisiana. President
Barack Obama’s administration
intends to improve a recognition
process that has been criticized
as slow, inconsistent and overly
susceptible to political influence.
Federal recognition, which has
been granted to 566 American tribes,
is coveted because it brings increased
health and education benefits to
tribal members in addition to land
protections and opportunities for
commercial development.
Tribes have been pushing for
years for Congress or the Interior
Department to revise the process.
“I am glad that the Department
is proposing to keep its promise to
fix a system that has been broken for
years, leaving behind generations of
abuse, waste, and broken dreams,”
wrote Cedric Cromwell, chairman
of the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe in
Massachusetts, which was recognized
in 2007.
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Orders for long-lasting
US factory goods plunge
CHRISTOPHER S. RUGABER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Orders for
long-lasting U.S. factory goods fell
sharply last month as demand, for
commercial aircraft plummeted and
businesses spent less on computers and
electrical equipment.
Manufacturing
continues
to
struggle and could prevent economic
growth from picking up in the JulySeptember quarter.
Orders for durable goods plunged
7.3 percent in July, the Commerce
Department said Monday. It’s
the steepest drop in nearly a year.
Excluding the volatile transportation
category, orders fell just 0.6 percent.
Both declines followed three straight
months of increases.
Durable goods are items meant to
last at least three years.
Economists tend to focus on orders
for so-called core capital goods. Those
orders fell 3.3 percent, but the drop
followed four straight months of gains.
Core capital goods are considered a
good measure of businesses’ confidence
in the economy. They include items
that point to expansion — such as
machinery, computers and heavy trucks
— while excluding volatile orders for
aircraft and defense.
The big drop suggests the third
quarter is off to a weaker start than some
had hoped. While economists cautioned
that it’s just one month of data, a few
lowered their growth estimates for the
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Cheng said colleges that show they
can provide quality education will
benefit from this plan and she thinks
the university is providing a quality
education for students. The university
will make education affordable
and accessible whether or not the
president’s plan is passed, she said.
David Yepsen, Paul Simon Public
Policy Institute director, said Obama’s
plan has opened a debate on education,
but it will be hard to convince teachers
and professors to back his plan.
“(The plan has) interesting ideas,

July-September quarter after seeing
the durable goods report. Economists
at Barclays Capital now predict thirdquarter growth at an annual rate of
1.9 percent, down from their previous
forecast of 2.1 percent.
“At the very least, it is a reminder
that the expected pick-up in economic
growth in the second half of the year
will be gradual,” Paul Ashworth, an
economist at Capital Economics, said
in an email.
One bright spot was that unfilled
orders rose to their highest level since
record began in 1992. Those are orders
that were placed in previous months
but yet to be shipped. The increase
suggests output could remain steady in
the coming months, despite the weak
month of orders in July.
And orders for autos and auto parts
rose 0.5 percent, the second straight
gain. Auto sales jumped 14 percent in
July compared with a year earlier.
Manufacturing has slumped this
year, hurt by weakness overseas that has
dragged on U.S. exports. But there have
been signs that factory activity could
pick up in the second half of the year.
Europe finally emerged from
recession in the spring. And in June,
U.S. exports rose to an all-time high.
A survey by the Institute for Supply
Management, a trade group, said
factory activity expanded in July at the
fastest pace in two years. Companies
hired more workers and new orders
surged, both signs that output should
rise in the coming months.

they’re provocative,” he said. “They’ll
get a lot of resistance from people in
the education community, which is
always reluctant to change.”
Yepsen said because the education
community is steeped in tradition,
it is often reluctant to changes. Until
Obama’s plans are more known and
Congress decides on an outcome, it is
impossible to say how these ideas could
affect the university, he said.
The president’s plan to reform
education isn’t only directed at
undergrads, however. Obama has
recommended law schools consider
transitioning to two-year programs
rather than a traditional three-year

ZANE ECKLAND | DAILY EGYPTIAN

The Dairy Center at University Farms remains vacant after cows were auctioned off due to decreased
milk production. Associate Professor of Animal Science and Nutrition, Amer AbuGhazaleh, one of
two professors associated with the program, is on sabbatical until new cows arrive during the
spring semester.
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“Most dairy cows produce 80
pounds of milk per day and ours
were at about 33 or 34 pounds per
day,” he said.
The milk is important to the college
of agriculture because it is sold and
used for various expenses the program
encounters while working with such
large animals. The university lends
support to the college of agriculture
for the dairy cows but the college still
need further funds to support the
herd which they received from milk
produced by the cattle to keep the

program, helping alleviate the cost for
law students.
Cynthia Fountaine, law school
dean, said law schools have discussed
education reform for several years
and it’s good to see the president
acknowledge law school reforms are
needed as well. It is important for
third-year law students to have a mix of
class work and real-world experience,
she said.
“Over the past couple of years,
there’s been a lot of discussion about
legal education reforms and BAR
associations, the American BAR
Association, law professors, law school
deans at every level,” Fountaine said.

dairy program running, he said.
“Turn-over of a herd is natural,
you do a few at a time or a certain
percentage of a herd just to rotate your
livestock with a production herd,”
said Bryan Young, professor and
director of farms. “But the exception
here is that we are not a production
herd so we did everything all at once
because there is a break in the action
from teaching and research needs after
AbuGhazaleh went on sabbatical.”
Student workers are responsible for
caring for the cows. Now the cattle
are gone for the fall, however student
workers will still be allowed to keep
the jobs. But instead of tending to

“This is the first time President Obama
has actually stated an opinion on this
topic, so in my opinion, it’s good to
have him involved in the conversation.”
It’s not just administration talking
about the plan. Obama’s plan to
restructure higher education has been
met with mixed opinions from the
student body.
Ryan Burkitt, a senior from Cornell
studying exercise science, said the
president’s plan would help students
get into college and help out his
situation.
“Yeah, (it would help). I take out
loans and I do have Pell grants and
stuff,” he said.

animals they will be working to clean
up, rebuild, and bring the facility up
to par said Jarrett Nehring, director
of farms operations.
“They’re pressure washing, they’re
cleaning, they’re going through old
file cabinets,” Nehring said, “We’re
hauling manure and hay and building
fences and gates.”
The students will have work
throughout the whole semester in
anticipation of the new cattle arrival
in spring.
Stephanie Danner can be reached at
sdanner@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 265

Tim Marshall, a junior from South
Holland studying civil engineering,
said parts of Obama’s plan could hurt
students because some curriculum
is harder than others to learn and it
would punish students with difficult
majors in lower-ranked schools.
“It could be beneficial in some areas,
but more harmful in others,” he said.
“Certain areas where the program is
quite difficult and you have a large
dropout rate, then the students who
are actually going through that,
they’re the ones who need the loans
because if they have some financial
mishap, they’re going to be completely
screwed.”
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City Council to discuss purchases
Budget includes
rough terrain
vehicles, safety
equipment
SARAH SCHNEIDER
Daily Egyptian
While it doesn’t happen often,
the Carbondale Police Department
has to be prepared to control a
rowdy crowd. And the equipment
on hand is outdated and needs to be
replaced.
The City Council will vote on an
ordinance during the Wednesday
meeting to increase the department’s
budget by $22,000 in order to
purchase new equipment.
“The
(Personal
Protective
Equipment) required has changed

CURTIS MORGAN

MIAMI - The drone, a powerful
but controversial weapon against
terrorism, is about to take on a new
and seemingly inexhaustible enemy:
the black salt marsh mosquito.
Seeking a high-tech edge in the
daily battle to beat back the swarms,
the Florida Keys Mosquito Control
District on Monday will begin testing
a next-generation drone developed by
a small Gainesville robotics company.

greatly over the years and the current
equipment owned by the city does
not adequately meet the needs to
properly protect the officers and
serve the public,” the proposal states.
“Additionally, the Police Department
has expanded over the years and
at this time there is not enough
equipment for every officer.”
The new equipment will be fitted
to each officer, providing better
protection.
“One size fits all simply doesn’t
provide an officer with the level of
personal protection necessary to
prevent injury,” the proposal states.
The council will also consider
increasing the budgeted amount to
purchase a Rough Terrain Utility
Vehicle for the Municipal Rental
Properties Division of the Public
Works Department. The department
was budgeted for $19,500 but the

bid from Heartland Kubota in
Carterville exceeds the amount by
$733.
The RTV will replace the city’s
existing vehicle that plows snow
as well as maintains grounds and
equipment around the city.
The city has also been requested
to award a contract to install an
industrial spray on liner system to the
Northwest Wastewater Treatment
Plant. Waste from residential and
industrial sources goes through
the aging plant. City staff has
determined the walls of several
concrete structures in the plant are
deteriorating and need a protective
coating.
The Wastewater plant will use
$68,000 from its operating budget,
to cover the $67,100 bid from
Spectra Tech, Inc. in Noblesville,
Ind.

The drone, about half the size of
ospreys commonly seen in the Keys,
won’t be equipped to spray or blast
bugs. It will be rigged with a thermal
camera designed to survey difficultto-access mangrove jungles that are
breeding grounds for the marsh
mosquito, the most prolific biter in the
island chain.
If the bird-size eye in the sky can
accurately detect shallow pools where
mosquitoes grow from tiny larval
worms to buzzing blood-suckers in
just days, it could save mosquito-

fighters time, effort and money, said
Michael Doyle, the district’s executive
director.
“Our people on the ground have
to walk an hour to a marsh and find
out what’s there,’’ he said. “It’s hard
to cover all those places at once. If
something like this could allow them
to map where the water is, we could
move a lot more quickly.’’
Whether or not the drone proves
an effective mosquito hunter, the test
shows how unmanned aerial vehicles
or UVAs are quickly changing.
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THEIR WORD

States should look for creative college funding
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
President Barack Obama’s carrot-and stickapproach to making higher education more
affordable is a good idea, but it does not address
the most significant problem — the precipitous
decline in state funding.
Nor can he control the income inequality
that has been widening dramatically in this
country for the last 30 years, making it far more
difficult for low- and middle-income families to
afford to send their kids to public colleges and
universities.
Mr. Obama made a bus tour Thursday and
Friday across New York and Pennsylvania to
promote his higher education reform plan. It is
intended to push down rising costs and to deliver
more quality for students and families.
His plan includes more federal oversight of
costs that colleges charge students.
He suggested penalizing colleges that allow
tuition to rise by giving them less federal aid for
their students. Colleges that hold down tuition
costs would get more of the money.
Mr. Obama also proposed a ranking system that
will include measurements such as student debt,

default, on-time graduation, salary achievement
after graduation and the number of low-income
students who graduate using Pell Grants.
He wants to expand eligibility in the “Pay as
You Earn” program, which caps student debt
repayment at 10 percent of discretionary monthly
income for low-income graduates.
“Government shouldn’t see student loans as a
way to make money; it should be a way to help
students,” the president said.
These are good ideas and show the president’s
commitment to what he says is “a personal mission”
to make higher education more affordable.
It will be interesting to see whether universities
are any more open to cost-and-results transparency
than hospitals are.
But states need to do their part to help students
and families afford to receive educations at public
colleges and universities.
The College Board, a nonprofit organization,
says the cost of college for in-state students at fouryear public universities has increased 257 percent
in the past 30 years.
This hasn’t affected the top 1 percent income
bracket; they’ve seen their incomes rise 275
percent in in the same 30 years. But the bottom

fifth on the income ladder has seen their incomes
rise by only 20 percent, according to a 2011 study
from the Congressional Budget Office.
The president should take his bus to Oregon.
There the legislature last month adopted a flattax loan plan for graduates of in-state public
universities. Kids go to school for free, and then
pay 3 percent of their annual earnings for 25 years
after they graduate.
Community colleges graduates would pay back
1.5 percent of their income annually. Students
who attend school for less time would pay a prorated amount.
The plan does not require students to pay
tuition upfront, which means they would not
have to take out traditional loans and incur the
corresponding debt.
The approach is similar to one used in Australia,
but national education groups say nothing like it
has been tried in the United States. The Oregon
plan got legislative approval quickly, which higher
ed officials say is an indication of the frustration
people feel with the current situation.
Oregon’s history of financing higher education
is not good. It ranks 46th in the nation in per
capita spending on college students. Missouri

ranks 47th.
Critics of the Oregon plan point out that
it penalizes students with higher earnings
potential, and that it might encourage some
motivated students who would major in more
difficult subjects to go to private colleges or to
out-of-state schools.
Wealthy parents who could afford tuition
also could look elsewhere for their children’s
educational needs, and, as a result bring down
the overall quality of the state’s public higher
education institutions.
But the benefits would far outweigh the
problems. Enabling kids who may have bleak
futures to get a quality education benefits not only
the students and their families, but society at large.
These students will have an opportunity to
become productive members of society.
Like Oregon, Missouri should examine its
priorities and make funding for higher education
a front-burner issue. For too long, lawmakers in
both parties have said the state funding that has
gone away will never come back. It should, but
even if it doesn’t, what else are they willing to try?
Creativity should not be Oregon’s
province alone.
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Jeweler bids SIU farewell

ALLISON LAMPE | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Lee Torrence, of As You Wish Imports, visits with students Monday at her booth at the Student Center. Torrence, an SIU alumnus, has been
returning to sell her fair trade designs for more than 20 years. Portions of her proceeds are used to benefit families in Guatemala who make the
jewelry. This is her last year selling at the school. She will be at the Student Center this week from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

BRIAN SKOLOFF
TRACIE CONE
Associated Press
G ROV E L A N D , Calif. — At
Ike Bunney’s dude ranch near the
Sierra community of Tuolumne City,
all creatures have been evacuated
as firefighters brace for an intense
battle to keep a wildfire raging north
of Yosemite National Park out of
mountain communities.
“We’ve already evacuated the horses,”
said Bunney, who was keeping an eye
on his Slide Mountain Guest Ranch on
Sunday. “I think they’re worried about

the fire sparking over these hills.”
As fire leapfrogs across the vast,
picturesque Sierra forests, moving from
one treetop to the next, residents in
the fire’s path are moving animals and
children to safety.
The fire has moved northeast away
from Groveland, where smoke gave away
to blue skies Sunday. But at Tuolumne
City’s Black Oak Casino in Tuolumne
City, the slot machines were quiet as
emergency workers took over nearly all of
the resort’s 148 hotel rooms.
“The casino is empty,” said casino
employee Jessie Dean, who left her four
children at relatives’ homes in the Central

Valley. “Technically, the casino is open,
but there’s nobody there.”
Hundreds of firefighters were
deployed Sunday to protect Tuolumne
City and other communities in the path
of the Rim Fire. Eight fire trucks and four
bulldozers were deployed near Bunney’s
ranch on the west side of Mount Baldy,
where two years of drought have created
tinder-dry conditions.
“Winds are increasing, so it’s going
to be very challenging,” said Bjorn
Frederickson, a spokesman for the U.S.
Forest Service.
The fire continues burning in the
remote wilderness area of Yosemite, but

park spokesman Tom Medema said
it’s edging closer to the Hetch Hetchy
Reservoir, the source of San Francisco’s
famously pure drinking water.
Despite ash falling like snowflakes on
the reservoir and a thick haze of smoke
limiting visibility to 100 feet, the quality
of the water piped to the city 150 miles
away is still good, say officials with the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission.
The city’s hydroelectric power
generated by the system has been
interrupted by the fire, forcing the utility
to spend $600,000 buying power on the
open market.
Park employees are continuing their

efforts to protect two groves of giant
sequoias that are unique the region by
cutting brush and setting sprinklers,
Medema said.
The fire has consumed nearly 225
square miles of picturesque forests.
Officials estimate containment at just
7 percent.
“It’s slowing down a bit, but it’s still
growing,” Frederickson said.
Fire lines near Ponderosa Hills and
Twain Hart are being cut miles ahead
of the blaze in locations where fire
officials hope they will help protect
the communities should the fire jump
containment lines.
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Wooden coaster extremes
Six Flags Great America in Gurnee, Ill., has plans to build a wooden roller coaster, that could be as tall as 165 ft. (50m).
That height would put it among the tallest in the world, according to enthusiest website Roller Coaster Database.

EEPEST DRO
FASTEST/D
P

LONGEST

TALLEST

COLOSSOS

EL TORO

THE BEAST

Tallest
Rank

Coaster

1st

Colossos

Park, Location

2nd

T Express

3rd

El Toro

4th

Voyage

163 (50)

Holiday World, Santa Claus, Ind.

5th

Mean Streak

161 49)

Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio

Height in feet (meters)

197 (60)
184 (56)
181 (55)

Heide Park Resort, Soltau, Germany
Everland, Yongin-si, South Korea
Six Flags Great Adventure, Jackson, N.J.

Longest
Park, Location

Rank

Coaster

1st

The Beast

2nd

Voyage

3rd

White Cyclone

4th

Mean Streak

5,427 (1,654)

Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio

5th

T Express

5,384 (1,641)

Everland, Yongin-si, South Korea

Length in feet (meters)

7,359 (2,243)
6,442 (1,964)
5,577 (1,700)

Kings Island, Kings Mills, Ohio
Holiday World, Santa Claus, Ind.
Nagashima Spa Land, Nagashima, Japan

Deepest Drop
Park, Location

Rank

Coaster

1st

El Toro

2nd

Outlaw Run

162 (49)

Silver Dollar City, Branson, Mo.

3rd

Colossos

159 (48)

Heide Park Resort, Soltau, Germany

4th

Mean Streak

155 (47)

Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio

5th

Voyage

154 (47)

Holiday World, Santa Claus, Ind.

Drop in feet (meters)

176 (54)

Six Flags Great Adventure, Jackson, N.J.

Speed
Park, Location

Rank

Coaster

1st

El Toro

2nd

Outlaw Run

68 (109)

Silver Dollar City, Branson, Mo.

3rd

Voyage

67 (108)

Holiday World, Santa Claus, Ind.

4th

Boss

66 (106)

Six Flags St. Louis, Eureka, Mo.

5th

American Eagle

66 (106)

Six Flags Great America, Gurnee, Ill.

Speed in mph (kph)

70 (113)

Source: Roller Coaster Database, Six Flags Great America, Heide Park Resort, Kings Island

Six Flags Great Adventure, Jackson, N.J.

Graphic: Chicago Tribune

© 2013 MCT

Heat prompts early dismissals
GRANT SCHULTE
Associated Press
L I N C O L N , Neb. — An unusual,
late-summer heat wave enveloped much
of the Midwest on Monday, putting
schools and sports events on hold.
Schools in Iowa, Nebraska,
Wisconsin, the Dakotas and Illinois let

out early as temperatures crept toward
the mid-90s — beyond in some places.
After-school sports practices and
evening games were canceled in St.
Paul, Minn., and misting stations were
keeping people cool at the Minnesota
State Fair, where about 90 fairgoers had
been treated for heat-related illnesses
over the weekend.

The heat wave is supposed to
last through much of the week, the
National Weather Service said. Heat
of this magnitude is unusual for this
time of year, but not unprecedented.
In Des Moines, Iowa, for instance,
temperatures on Aug. 26 have reached
at least 100 degrees at least six times
since 1881.

618/453-3430

distanceeducation.siu.edu

SIU ONLINE.
ANY TIME.

At SIU Carbondale, we know learning is not confined to a particular
space on campus. That’s why we offer more than 150 off-campus
and online courses. We offer certificate, bachelor’s and master’s
degree programs. Opportunity is always within reach at SIU – even
long distance.
To learn more about our online courses and programs, visit our
NEW Virtual Student Services webpage (vss.siu.edu). On this page
you will be able to:
s Chat with an SIU representative for
immediate information between
8 a.m. and 4 p.m. CST (Monday
through Friday). After hours, you may
send an email to odeocp@siu.edu for
additional information.
s Request information on specific
programs.
s Find your advisor and schedule an
appointment via phone or by e-mail.

SE OU L , S out h Kore a — North and
South Korea agreed Friday to allow reunions
next month of families separated by the
1950-53 Korean War, the first such meetings
in three years and the latest conciliatory
gesture from the North after a spring that
saw it threaten Seoul and Washington with
missile strikes and nuclear war.
One-hundred people from each country
will be allowed to meet family members
Sept. 25-30 at North Korea’s Diamond
Mountain resort, South Korea’s Unification
Ministry, which is responsible for relations
with the North, said in a statement. Forty
people from each side will also be allowed
to hold talks by video conference on Oct.
22 and 23, and the countries agreed to meet
later to discuss possible November reunions.
There’s immense relief in South Korea
that people who have languished for decades
with little or no word about their loved ones
will at last meet and that the North’s threats
and warlike rhetoric have died down — but
there’s also wariness and deep mistrust.
Analysts say North Korea often follows
provocations with charm offensives meant
to win much-needed aid and diplomatic
concessions.
The Korean War separated millions of
families, and huge numbers of refugees

moved both north and south. Most don’t
even know whether their relatives are still
alive because the two countries bar citizens
from exchanging mail, phone calls and
email.
South Koreans who want to meet relatives
must apply for a permit, and applicants are
then chosen by lottery. Most of the people
applying for permits are over 70, and
already nearly 56,000 of the roughly 129,000
applicants have died.
Past reunions brought together weeping
family members desperate for details and
news. They were separated again a few days
later. No Korean has received a second
chance to meet their relatives, according to
South Korean Red Cross officials.
The two Koreas also agreed Friday to
work toward a “fundamental resolution” of
the issue of separated families, by making the
reunions regular events, allowing families to
exchange letters and allowing them to find
out whether their loved ones are still alive,
the Unification Ministry said.
As North Korea has toned down its
animosity in recent weeks, the rival Koreas
have also pushed closer to reopening a
jointly run factory park in the North that
Pyongyang pulled out of in April as part
of its weekslong furious response to U.N.
sanctions over its February nuclear test
and to annual military drills by Seoul and
Washington.

CHICAGO — Thousands of Chicago
children whose schools were shuttered last
spring walked to new ones on the first day
of school Monday under the watchful eye
of police officers and newly hired safety
guards there to provide protection as the kids
crossed unfamiliar streets — many of them
gang boundaries.
No incidents of trouble were reported,
police said. While that didn’t surprise parents
and grandparents, they said they were still
concerned that the city’s obvious show of firstday force won’t keep their children safe in the
weeks and months to come.
“I think it’s just show-and-tell right now,” said
Annie Stovall, who walked her granddaughter,
9-year-old Kayla Porter, to Gresham Elementary
School, which is about five blocks farther from
home than Kayla’s previous South Side school.
“Five, six weeks down the road, let’s see what’s
going to happen.”
Kathy Miller stood in front of Gresham
Elementary with her three children, waiting for
a bus that would take them to another school.
She scoffed at the Safe Passage program, in
which guards clad in neon vests line Chicago
streets, saying it won’t be long before brightly
colored signs announcing the program’s routes
will be riddled with bullets.
“Those signs don’t mean nothing,” she said.

The preparation and show of force shows
what’s at stake for Chicago Public Schools, the
nation’s third-largest school district, after it
closed almost 50 schools last spring in the hopes
of improving academic performance and saving
millions of dollars. About 12,000 of the district’s
400,000 students were affected by the closures.
For months, parents, teachers and
community activists have warned that
forcing children to pass through some of
the city’s more impoverished and dangerous
neighborhoods — where some already
walking in the middle of the street to avoid
being ambushed by gang members — to get
to school puts them at undue risk.
Statistics suggest those concerns are
valid. An analysis of Chicago crime data by
WBEZ-FM found that in 2013, there have
been 133 shootings and 38 homicides in and
around areas that have been newly marked
as Safe Passage routes. And on Monday
morning, sanitation workers discovered the
body of a man inside a garbage can about a
half-block from one of the South Side’s Safe
Passage routes. Police said they think he died
overnight, but provided no other details.
If the attention Chicago received after a
15-year-old honor student was killed about
a mile from President Barack Obama’s home
in January is any indication, there is no
doubt a similar media firestorm will occur if
a child is caught in gang crossfire on the way
to or from school.
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle
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Monday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO MONDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

08/27/13

30
31
32
33

Unscramble
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
thesethese
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
four
Jumbles,
onethese
letter
to each
square,
one letter
to each
square,
one to
letter
each
square,
totoform
four
ordinary
words.
form
four
ordinary
words.
to form four ordinary words.
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35
38
39
41
42
44
45
47
48

Unusual
Ability to read
Sore
Hole in one
Court order
King’s fiats
Aromatic herb
Poem stanza
Office note

08/26/13

49 Wrinkle
remover
50 Longest river
52 Resound
53 Lie in the tub
54 Secondhand
55 One of Jacob’s
twelve sons
59 Bread variety

TILNOO

TILNOO
TILNOO
TILNOO

REAQUS
REAQUS
REAQUS
REAQUS

Print
Print
your
Print
youryour
Print
your
answer
here:
answer
here:
Answer:
answer
here:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags
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to form four ordinary words.
Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

8
9
10
11
12
14
21
25
26

DOWN
Church bench
Test
Pleasant
__ the Hun
Picture border
Heavy book
__ so;
nevertheless
Fidgety
Separate
In amazement
Go first
Blows it
Great pain
July birthstone
Gobbled up
Mountains in
South America
Purple shade
Ryan or Tatum
Walked the
floor
Told a fib
Alpha and __;
first and last
Revolving part
in an engine
Prayer closings

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Monday’s
Puzzle Solved
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

ACROSS
1 Paper Mate or
Bic
4 Time __ time;
repeatedly
9 Roy Rogers
and __ Evans
13 Freeway offramp
15 Treasure __;
valuable cache
16 Pitcher
17 City in Texas
18 Subdues
19 Drop of joy or
sorrow
20 Glee
22 Also says
23 Stubborn critter
24 Fond du __, WI
26 One-celled
organism
29 Abundance;
profuse supply
34 Female goat
35 Salary
increase
36 May honoree
37 Song for two
38 Adds liquor to
the punch
39 Rose of
baseball
40 __ Marie Saint
41 Televised
42 Covered __;
pioneer vehicle
43 Chose
45 Franciscans
and others
46 Shameful
grade
47 Blood channel
48 Skimpy skirt
51 Feeling bitter
56 Mr. Clapton
57 __ squash;
winter gourd
58 __-friendly;
easy to learn
60 Shed feathers
61 Run after
62 Impose a tax
63 On __ own;
independent
64 Local __; small
town resident
65 Pass away

2

Now Now
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arrange
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Now
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to
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surprise
answer,
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circled
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to form
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surprise
answer,
form
thethe
surprise
answer,
as as
suggested
by
the
above
cartoon.
to form
the
surprise
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suggested
byanswer,
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above
cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.
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(Answers
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SHIFT
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GO
HOME
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and and
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GO HOME

Aries — Today is an 8 — You’re
sharp as a tack for the next few
days. Figure out what you want,
get the tools you’ll need and
inspire your team. Expect the best
from them. Love goes both ways.

Cancer — Today is a 6 —
Definitely cut costs wherever
possible. You’re under pressure with
deadlines, but don’t let them get
you down. Keep chugging along.
When in doubt, breathe deep.

Libra — Today is a 6 — It’s
adventure time! Water is definitely
involved. Set social priorities. Postpone
a romantic interlude, but don’t obsess.
When in doubt, consult with your team.
Study options.You’ll know what to do.

Capricorn — Today is a 6 —
Fantasy clashes with facts. Offer
your wisdom to a person who’s
feeling sad. Work interferes with
travel. Call upon energetic friends.
Your idea may take several tries.

Taurus — Today is an 8 — You’re
spurred to take action.With study and a
loved one’s backing, you can win.You’re
good at finances now, so estimate
your income and expenses. Ask your
partner’s advice. Score top billing.

Leo — Today is a 6 — Consult
with your partner. Leadership comes
with listening. Love wins again to
surprise a cynic. Don’t be afraid to ask
others to contribute. Likewise, offer to
make a difference for others.

Scorpio — Today is a 7 — If you’re
not sure what you want next, ask your
partner or someone that knows you
as bigger than you see yourself. Take a
survey. Circumstances open up time
in your schedule. Gamble later.

Aquarius — Today is a 5 —
Anticipate disagreement. Your partner
may misunderstand you. Just talking
really does help. Don’t travel right now.
Answer questions directly. Your luck’s
improving today and tomorrow.

Gemini — Today is a 7 — Spend
less and save more. Don’t argue
about money (or anything else).
Increase self-discipline and gain
productivity. Practice looking at
things from a different viewpoint.

Virgo — Today is a 7 —You’re
a true artist and have a lot to
say. Say it. Don’t worry if you’re
misunderstood; that’s part of the
process. Repeat yourself using new
words and different expressions.

Sagittarius—Todayisan 8 — Don’t
fall for a trick. Anticipate some
friendly ridicule. Take it slow to
get farther. Spend time with your
partner now. Repay a favor. Limit
sweets in your diet for balance.

Pisces — Today is a 6 —
Learn something new. Watch for
hidden agendas dotting the trail. Take a
breather. Expand later. Don’t be stopped
by failure; you’re gaining skills. Check
instructions for errors or changes.

C H A M PA I G N — At Western
Michigan, Bill Cubit’s teams were
known for their quick passing
attack, a style of offense that let the
Broncos roll up big offensive stats
along with a healthy win total in
most of his eight seasons as head
coach.
At Illinois, where he is offensive
coordinator, Cubit says his running
game will look a lot more like the
straight-ahead
attacks
closely
associated with the Big Ten.
“It’s more downhill runs,” Cubit
said Monday. “Look, a good run
may be just one yard. You get
us in a second and nine, that’s
manageable. And keep us in those
manageable-type situations. ...
Whereas sometimes when you go
east and west you can get yourself

in a second-and-long really quick.”
The Illini will get its first chance
at improving on 2012’s 2-10 record
when they kick off the 2013 season
at home against Southern Illinois
on Saturday. SIU, a Championship
Subdivision school, was 6-5 last
season.
The run game wasn’t the only
problem for the Illini last fall, but
it was a big reason Illinois scored
just 16.7 points a game.
The Illini averaged 127.8 yards a
game on the ground in 2012, 11th
in the 12-team conference. And
the team’s third-down conversion
rate, held down in part by those
big losses Cubit talked about, was
a Big Ten-worst 34 percent.
Illinois’ backs — particularly
the top two returners, junior
Donovonn Young and freshman
Josh Ferguson — spent much of

LAKE FOREST — Chicago Bears
Pro Bowl defensive tackle Henry Melton
has started to run as he recovers from a
concussion, an encouraging sign with the
season opener approaching.
Coach Marc Trestman said Melton ran
Monday and will do so again on Tuesday
and Wednesday. The Bears play Cleveland
in the fourth and final preseason game on
Thursday, with the season opener against
Cincinnati on Sept. 8.
Melton was injured in the first preseason
game at Carolina on Aug. 9. Receiver Earl
Bennett, who has been out since Aug. 2 with
his second concussion since December, did
not appear to be as far along. Trestman said
he met with the medical staff on Monday
and is day to day.
Middle linebacker D.J. Williams (right
calf ) did some running.
“We’re optimistic that he’s going to be
close,” Trestman said.

the off season going through what
Cubit called a coaching clinic on
how a line blocks in this newstraightforward running game, and
how to run behind it.
“Guys are pulling so you’ve got
to understand what gap you’re
looking for,” he said. “Instead of
just run, this is how it’s going to
be blocked, this is what you should
expect, this is where it should be
(opening).”
And the coach made the two
backs take a hard look at what they
did last season that could — and,
if Illinois is going to improve, has
to — get better.
“I made both of them this
summer critique every run they
had — ‘OK, give me a report and
tell me what you think, where you
went wrong,” he said.
The offensive line, another weak

Second-round pick Jon Bostic has been
starting with Williams injured and has
opened some eyes with his play. Even so,
Trestman wasn’t ready to declare him the
starter.
The same goes for guard Kyle Long and
tackle Jordan Mills on the right side of the
offensive line.
“I am not going to hide from the fact
that they did very well last week and
have continued to improve. I’m just not
ready to go the distance on exactly what
we are going to do as we move forward
here,” Trestman said. “I can stand up here
confidently and say they played well.”
He also said he plans to sit most if not
all the starters against Cleveland and that
Jordan Palmer will get the nod at QB, with
Jay Cutler and Josh McCown not expected
to play and Matt Blanchard nursing a
broken knuckle.
Cornerback Zack Bowman (hamstring)
did not practice, while long snapper
Patrick Mannelly (rib) participated after
sitting out the past two games.

spot in 2012, should be better
suited to block for straight-ahead
running than anything else, Cubit
said, if for no other reason than
it has some size. Last year’s group
included four 300-pounders, and
this season the five likely starters all
weigh more than 300 pounds.
Like just about every part of the Illini
roster, though, depth is a problem.
Coach Tim Beckman credits line
coach A.J. Ricker, who followed
Cubit from Western Michigan,
with starting to build depth.
“What I think you want to see
is to continue to see them gel and
the younger guys that are behind
them,” Beckman said. “They have
to start continually getting their
game better so that we can build
that offensive line into a solid unit
of eight instead of six.”
Notes: The National Weather

MINNEAPOLIS _ For almost every
rule, there is an exception. Extenuating
circumstances. Special cases. The world is
not black and white, and there is plenty of
gray in the middle.
This offseason, the new Gophers men’s
basketball coaching staff is taking full
advantage of gray areas when it comes to
filling out a roster.
Coach Richard Pitino came to the
program in April. After two recruits
decommitted and Joe Coleman announced
he would transfer, Pitino was quickly
staring at a depleted team and five available
scholarships. Other programs with sitting
coaches were way ahead in the game, and
most of the solid-to-elite range high school
recruits had long since been snatched up.
The solution, at least in part? Find
transfers who could be eligible for a waiver
from the NCAA to play immediately
instead of having to sit out a season, which

Service forecasts a high of 93
Saturday in Champaign. Beckman
said that will provide another test
of his team’s depth, but said he’d
play his young players no matter
the weather. “You’re going to see
some freshmen out there playing
on Saturday. That’s just the way
we’re going to get better.”
Nathan Scheelhaase is the
starting quarterback but Cubit
hopes to be able to play both
second-stringer Reilly O’Toole
and freshman third-stringer Aaron
Bailey, too. Cubit will likely script
out the first couple dozen plays,
something Scheelhaase says he
doesn’t have too much input into
but says the two have discussed
some of what they’ll run early.
“There’s certain plays you feel
comfortable. He’s a guy who likes
to script things out.”

D-I basketball transfers typically have to do.
The Gophers have two incoming transfers
involved with a waiver, Joey King and Malik
Smith, and they could possibly seek a third
if they land Rakeem Buckles, another
transfer.
The school announced in July that Smith
will be eligible this season after being
granted a waiver because his former school,
Florida International, was banned from the
postseason because of his team’s inadequate
Academic Progress Rate. The Gophers are
still gathering materials for King’s waiver,
which revolves around a family health
concern. King was a freshman at Drake last
season before transferring.
“I don’t think it’s common for
basketball programs to do this,” said
J.T. Bruett, the University of Minnesota
director of compliance. “I do think it’s
a result, though, of when Coach Pitino
was brought in. ... I think you see it more
often in coaching changes and things
of that nature where they’re a little bit
behind at that particular institution.”

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Tennis player Jonny Rigby left his home
country, his favorite football club and cold
weather when he made the trip to Carbondale
last year to extend his tennis career.
Rigby finished last season with a 15-3 singles
record and a 4-1 conference doubles record
with teammate Badr Cherradi. Rigby ended
his singles season on a seven-match winningstreak.
Rigby grew up in Wigan, England where he
started playing tennis at 6 years old. His family
is full of avid rugby players and the men on
both sides of his family played professionally
and semi-professionally. He said his mother was
the reason he decided to focus on tennis rather
than rugby.
“My mom didn’t want me getting beat up, so
she made me play tennis,” he said.
Coach Dann Nelson said he found Rigby on
YouTube and he talked with Rigby’s parents
over the phone before he signed.
“We just got (along) really well on the phone
and I spoke to his parents and we kind of hit it
off,” Nelson said.
Nelson said it was mostly an easy transition
for Rigby, who already spoke the language.
There were other things that made Rigby’s
move a little more difficult.
Rigby said the weather in Carbondale was
an obstacle he needed to overcome. In Wigan,
where he grew up, the average high temperature
in July is 68 degrees while the in Carbondale;
the average high temperature in July is 89.
“I’d like walk to class and I’d get there and
be dripping in sweat,” Rigby said. “I remember
coming out to practice and jogging around the
courts to warm up, and I was just sweating and
needed to drink water already.”
Rigby said another issue that he had to adjust
to was that all of the other players lived offcampus while he lived in the residence halls.
Cherradi said despite Rigby living in the
dorms, teammates were still able to bond
with him while Rigby also made friends in the
residence halls.

Not all baseball players are given
the opportunity to continue what
they love once they enter college.
Since collegiate baseball is hard to
commit to, a lot of players take a
different route.
In recent years, the SIU club
baseball team has seen much
success. In 2009 and 2010 the team
earned the District V title and a
World Series appearance. SIU was
also recently named the No. 1 team
in the nation by the National Club
Baseball Association.
This year, president Michael
Ingram, a senior from Richmond,
Ind., majoring in marketing and
sports administration, thinks they
have the talent to be as good as ever.
Kenny Thorne, a junior from
Frankfurt majoring in Sports
administration said, club baseball
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Sophomore tennis player Jonny Rigby practices Friday at University Courts. Rigby held a 15-3 singles record last year,
making him the leading player for singles. The men’s team’s first match will be Sept. 20 in Murfreesboro, Tenn., for the Middle
Tennessee State University Dale Short Shootout.
“I made new friends living in the dorms,
the first couple weeks were a bit tough trying
to make new friends,” Rigby said. “After two
to three weeks, I was settled and nothing
really concerned me after that.”
Rigby said after he get’s done with practice
and classes, he likes to relax and hang out
with his team. He said it’s good to be able to
get to know the team off the court as well.
Rigby said there are a few things he misses
in his home country, not just the typical
answer of family.
“Obviously my family and friends but
apart I’d say definitely the fútbol,” Rigby
said. “I don’t really think there’s anything

like that (passion) in America, it can literally
make or break your weekend if your team
loses.”
Rigby knew a player that he used to play
against that played tennis at the University
of Arkansas. Rigby said he was a big reason
why he wanted to continue playing in the
United States.
Rigby said it’s not his skills on the court
that are most valuable but his mentality to
never give up is his best weapon.
“I don’t think I’m the most unbelievably
talented, I just sort of can give everything I
got and not give up,” Rigby said. “Usually
that can help me win.”

Nelson said he has paired freshmen with
upperclassmen a lot during his time at SIU
and it has helped players develop.
“We want to see what everybody’s
strengths and weaknesses are in the doubles
game,” Nelson said.
Cherradi said he has confidence Rigby
will always work as hard as he can.
“I know Jonny, I know he will do good
anyway, he’s always serious in practice and
matches,” he said. “He will always give his
best.”
Tyler Dixon can be reached at
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 282.
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ast year we had seven or eight freshmen who played a considerable amount
of time for us. Not because we didn’t have upper-class talent, but because
they were good.

— Michael Ingram
Club baseball president

allows players to travel to other
schools and have a similar
experience to the one Division
I college players have, but it is
slightly more relaxed.
“It’s much more competitive
than any kind of high school league
you play in,” Thorne said.
Ingram
compared
the
competition to a level of junior
college baseball, and said club
baseball is a good thing for
freshmen to get involved in too.
“Last year we had seven or
eight freshmen who played a
considerable amount of time for

us,” Ingram said. “Not because we
didn’t have upper-class talent, but
because they were good.”
This year, several freshmen are
showing interest in joining and
committing to club baseball. Alan
Holmgren an undecided freshman
from Fox Lake said he has been
playing baseball for roughly 14
years and has an urge to play again.
“I used to play in high school
and I used to love the sport,”
Holmgren said. “I haven’t played it
over the summer so I just want to
go out and play.”
Ingram said the members of the

team pay an annual $150 fee, which
covers all the travel expenses, hotel
costs, umpire costs, three jerseys,
and two hats. Also, Ingram said he
has helped the team do fundraising
to offset some of the costs. Ingram
said he does not want a player to be
unable to play because of the cost.
The fundraising consists of
a tournament SIU hosts from
entry fees, as well as players who
work concessions for basketball
and football games, Ingram said.
The team also sells apparel to
friends and family. He said the
team intends to have a wiffle ball

tournament for $3 a player to make
it as cheap as possible.
SIU will host their second annual
tournament this year. Michigan,
Northwestern, Arkansas, Nebraska,
and Illinois are some of the bigger
named schools that will be in
attendance.
The team travels to several bigger
named schools throughout the
year and Ingram said that’s how he
hopes to get SIU’s name out there.
Beating bigger named schools can
also shoot the team up the NCBA
rankings. The club plays over 50
games every year, and every member
is guaranteed to play, he said.
The team practices every
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
at 4 p.m. at the Intramural play
fields.
Aaron Graff can be reached at
agraff@dailyegyptian.com
or 526-3311 ext. 269.

